What is your productivity barrier?

Scholarly Communication at the can help!

My tenure committee/funder is asking me to demonstrate the global impact of my scholarship/research. How do I do this?

What is with this $3000 Article Publishing Charge ??!! Do I have to pay? Is there a fund for that?

The textbook I’ve assigned doesn’t cover what I need it to and students complain about the cost. Are there alternatives?

Contact us
Email: scholcom@ucsd.edu
Info: Lib.ucsd.edu/schol-comm
@UCDScholcom
The UC San Diego Library's Scholarly Communication Services partners with and supports researchers and scholars at UC San Diego from all backgrounds, disciplines, and at all career stages in matters relating to scholarly communications.
Scholarly Communications at the UC San Diego Library supports our faculty and students to improve access, reach, impact, and sustainability of UC San Diego scholarship and research.

Copyright
Use copyrighted works or retain copyright to your works

Research Impact & Scholarly Identity
Demonstrate impact and manage your online reputation

Funder & UC Public Access Policies
Meet requirements and ensure the widest reach of your works

Publishing Opportunities
Be aware of new publishing opportunities as an author or journal editor

What is Scholarly Communications?
Scholarly Communication is the access, creation, and dissemination of scholarship and research in a variety of formats and states of completion. The process and product of scholarly communication is changing radically as scholars and researchers analyze information, transform it into knowledge, share insights, influence policy, and contribute to broader understandings and uses of the research.

More information: Contact:
lib.ucsd.edu/schol-comm
Allegra Swift, Scholarly Communications Librarian
scholcomm@ucsd.edu